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Interactive Fiction in the ESL Classroom
　A Case Study　
Michael Peterson
　In this presentation, the viability of using interactive fiction （i.e. video 
games） in an ESL classroom was discussed and an example of a course 
that successfully utilized the medium was given.
　The presentation began with a personal recollection of the speaker’s 
own relationship with video games throughout his life, including his rea-
sons for leaving and returning to them. This was followed by an expla-
nation of contemporary demographics and the medium, which showed 
that the majority of people playing video games are not children, but 
adults. This, in turn, lead to a discussion of how video games cater to 
older audiences via “the Christopher Nolan effect” where entertainment, 
once aimed at children, grows increasingly gritty and dark.
　After touching on demographics and the changing themes in video 
games, the various challenges associated with integrating video games 
into an ESL classroom were highlighted. These included prohibitive 
costs, access issues, video games’ focus on skill-based success, temporal 
inconvenience and most importantly, the lack of meaningful and compel-
ling narratives in the majority of games.
　The presentation then shifted to the work of Tobias Staaby, a Norwe-
gian teacher who had integrated “The Walking Dead” into a course on 
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ethics.
　The ways that “The Walking Dead” overcomes the challenges of inte-
grating interactive fiction in the classroom were highlighted as well as 
the game’s adaptability in terms of course content.
　The case study of the course that was created using “The Walking 
Dead” was presented and highlighted how the game was used to teach 
vocabulary and encourage discussions of morality and ethics. Examples 
of classroom activities and homework were provided and discussed as 
well.
　To conclude the presentation, a discussion of the merits and demerits 
of using “The Walking Dead” in the classroom were dicussed.
